ANKARA PLEIADES STAR MAP
The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the core area of the Anatolian capital city of Ankara approximates the configuration of the Martian motif. This motif is of the Cydonia, Mars pyramid complex. The Face of Mars corresponds to the 9 Mayis Stadi and the Pentagon Fortress corresponds to the main bus terminal Otogar Asti Gece. The Pleiadian Pyramid complex corresponds to the political administrative core of the Cumhureyeti Meclis Binasi. This enclave approximates the ‘leg’ dimension of the Pleiades pattern. The 3 main motifs configures a hexagram with the
Mausoleum of Atatuk in the middle called the Anitkabir Bayrak Diregi. This Mausoleum complex also depicts the ‘Serpent’ that traverses through the hexagram that is constructed with the triangulation of the 3 motifs. This ‘Serpent’ is suggestive of the secret order called the Brotherhood of
the Snake that is often associated with such a motif. The complex is also construed to depict an encrypted phallus obelisk. This study suggests that the builders and designers of such a Maritain pattern incorporate it as a signature of the origins and allegiance of whom they are with, Lucifer.
According to esoteric references, it is Lucifer that gives such places and people a spiritual stronghold foremost. It is the power behind the rulers of the land that controls the land and its people through religion, finances and military.
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There is a conspiracy that Ataturk was in fact descendent
of Spanish Jews from the 1492 expulsion. The Jews settled
in Thessaloniki, Greece during the Ottoman occupation.
He is believed by some to have been part of the long line
of Conversos or Doenmeh in Turkish of Crypto-Jews that
outwardly converted to Islam but retained their Jewish
customs and allegiances. These Luciferian Zionists were
Masons and finished-of the Armenian Genocide by the
Muslims in which presently the Jews in Turkey and the
USA refuse to recognize nor allow US Congress to pass a
resolution to this affect because it implicates the Zionists.
All the while they
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